Introduction {#nph14771-sec-0001}
============

Plants can prepare for future herbivore attack through a process called priming (Frost *et al*., [2007](#nph14771-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}; Heil & Silva Bueno, [2007](#nph14771-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}; Rodriguez‐Saona *et al*., [2009](#nph14771-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}; Kim & Felton, [2013](#nph14771-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}). Priming is defined as the process in which a temporally limited stimulus prepares and modifies the response to an upcoming stress event (Conrath *et al*., [2006](#nph14771-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, 2015; Frost *et al*., [2008](#nph14771-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}; Hilker *et al*., [2015](#nph14771-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}; see Table [1](#nph14771-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"} for a glossary). For example, it has been observed that plants previously exposed to volatiles from insect‐infested neighbors were subsequently more resistant to insect herbivores (Kessler *et al*., [2006](#nph14771-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}; Peng *et al*., [2011](#nph14771-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}; Karban *et al*., [2013b](#nph14771-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}).

###### 

Glossary of terms used in this paper

  Term                  Explanation
  --------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Priming               The process in which a temporally limited stimulus prepares and modifies the response to an upcoming stress event (Conrath *et al*., [2006](#nph14771-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Frost *et al*., [2008](#nph14771-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}; Hilker *et al*., [2015](#nph14771-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"})
  Priming cue           A temporally limited stimulus that leads to priming
  Priming strategy      The strategy of responding to a priming cue and becoming primed
  Nonpriming strategy   The strategy of not responding to priming cue and hence not becoming primed (thus staying naïve)
  Trigger event         The upcoming stress event for which the priming prepares
  Direct costs          The energetic investment in priming
  Indirect costs        The loss in net photosynthesis of a primed plant compared with a nonpriming plant after correcting for the direct costs of priming
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Primed plants have been shown to exhibit faster and/or stronger responses to herbivore attack compared with plants that do not prime, and priming can lead to decreased caterpillar growth rates (Peng *et al*., [2011](#nph14771-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}), increased pathogen resistance (van Hulten *et al*., [2006](#nph14771-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Walters *et al*., [2008](#nph14771-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}) and possibly increased movement of insect herbivores to more palatable plants (Morrell & Kessler, [2016](#nph14771-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}). Therefore, priming is hypothesized to be beneficial for a plant as it may lead to a faster response to the upcoming attack (hereafter called the trigger event), while its costs are estimated to be relatively low compared with immediate defense (Bruce *et al*., [2007](#nph14771-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Frost *et al*., [2008](#nph14771-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). For example, van Hulten *et al*. ([2006](#nph14771-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}) showed that the relative growth rate (RGR) of primed plants decreased by up to 27% compared with control plants, while RGR was much more reduced when defense was activated immediately (39--44%). Priming may, therefore, help the plant to prepare for future events while economizing on resources (van Hulten *et al*., [2006](#nph14771-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Frost *et al*., [2007](#nph14771-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [2008](#nph14771-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}; van Hulten *et al*., [2006](#nph14771-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}).

Understanding the metabolic mechanisms underlying priming has been a major effort, mainly in plant--pathogen systems (Conrath *et al*., [2015](#nph14771-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}; Hilker *et al*., [2015](#nph14771-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}; but see Kim & Felton, [2013](#nph14771-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} for an overview of plant--herbivore systems). Those studies showed that priming may take place at the epigenetic level, the transcriptome level, the posttranscription level and the physiological level. Also, it has been shown that priming may lead to a stronger (Jakab *et al*., [2005](#nph14771-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; Ton *et al*., [2007](#nph14771-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}), faster (Jakab *et al*., [2005](#nph14771-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}) or earlier (Ton *et al*., [2007](#nph14771-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}) response to the trigger event. It is very likely that the type of response pattern, as well as the level at which priming occurs, affects the costs of priming, but to date it is unknown whether this is the case.

To fully understand the functional significance and evolution of priming, the aforementioned costs and benefits should be evaluated in the ecological context in which priming occurs. Yet, this is poorly understood (Martinez‐Medina *et al*., [2016](#nph14771-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). One important factor that has been identified is the severity of the attack after the priming cue. For example, Walters *et al*. ([2008](#nph14771-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}) showed that priming was only beneficial when pathogen pressure on barley (*Hordeum vulgare*) was high. A number of other important factors can be identified. First, competition for resources may amplify the costs of priming (Rillig *et al*., [2015](#nph14771-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}). A small investment in priming early in the growing season may lead to a reduced investment in resource acquisition components (leaves and roots) which gives a competitive disadvantage that accumulates over time. Thus, we expect that the priming costs that were estimated by van Hulten *et al*. ([2006](#nph14771-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}) will be an underestimation for plants growing in competition. Second, herbivore movement dynamics may determine the time over which the plant should stay primed and the period over which priming costs are paid. Third, the benefit of priming will be dependent on the degree to which the primed plant responds faster to the trigger event compared with a nonpriming strategy. Finally, theory on plant plasticity predicts that the reliability of the priming cue will affect the adaptive benefit of priming (DeWitt *et al*., [1998](#nph14771-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Karban *et al*., [1999](#nph14771-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}; Schmitt *et al*., [2003](#nph14771-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}). More precisely, error management theory predicts that cue reliability in addition to the costs of a wrong response determines whether it is beneficial to respond to the cue (Frost *et al*., [2008](#nph14771-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}; Orrock *et al*., [2015](#nph14771-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}).

In summary, some of the components that (are hypothesized to) affect the benefits of priming have been studied in isolation, but a coherent and quantitative framework in which the relationships that govern the costs and benefits of priming can be studied is lacking. Because the number of possible interactions (and number of experiments) is manifold, a modeling analysis can help to identify knowledge gaps, find ecological conditions in which priming is beneficial and provide directions for future experimental research.

The aim of this study was to elucidate the effects of physiological and environmental factors, and their interplay, on the benefits of priming. We did this by modeling the quantitative relationships and processes that govern the costs and fitness benefits of priming. In particular, we explored how the optimal level of priming (i.e. the level of priming associated with maximum plant fitness) varies with the degree of plant competition, herbivore feeding rate, the time between the priming and the trigger event, the time for which the plant stays primed, plant age and the response pattern of the primed plant.

Description {#nph14771-sec-0002}
===========

Model description {#nph14771-sec-0003}
-----------------

A model is used to compute plant fitness for two different strategies of a focal plant: a plant either responds to the priming cue by entering the primed state or does not respond and remains naïve (Fig. [1](#nph14771-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). The primed state leads to a different defense response to the trigger event compared with a naïve plant. The way in which this response differs depends on the scenario explored (see Fig. [2](#nph14771-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). Inputs of the model that are varied are plant density, herbivore feeding rate, energetic costs of priming, the timing of the priming cue relative to the timing of the trigger event, and the type of priming response to the trigger event. A plant competes with other plants if the number of plants per m^2^ is larger than 1, that is, *D* \> 1. We assume that the plants with which the focal plant competes do not respond to the priming cue and stay in the naïve state after the priming event (nonpriming strategy).

![Schematic representation of the model. Two strategies are compared: a priming strategy (blue) that responds to a priming cue and a nonpriming strategy that does not respond to a priming cue. When the priming cue occurs, the priming strategy incurs priming costs. When the trigger event occurs, both strategies pay defense costs. However, the build‐up of defense is stronger in the priming strategy compared with the nonpriming strategy, initially leading to reduced leaf consumption. Thus, herbivory affects the loss of leaf area, leading to a reduction in light interception. The + and − indicate the influence of one process on another. Parameters/variables for which the impact on the benefits of priming will be explored are indicated in italics.](NPH-216-782-g001){#nph14771-fig-0001}

The core of the model is based on Vermeulen ([2015](#nph14771-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}). Plant fitness (*F* ~i~) is defined as the investment of assimilates in reproduction over the lifespan of the plant (*t* ~s~) under the assumption that the investment in reproduction relates linearly to the number of offspring ([(Eqn 1)](#nph14771-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}). It is further assumed that it is a determinate species and that it completely switches from the vegetative to the generative phase at a predefined point in time (*t* ~f~; thus, after *t* ~f~ assimilates are invested in reproduction). For parameters and their values, see Table [2](#nph14771-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}. Model assumptions are listed in Supporting Information Table [S1](#nph14771-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Plant fitness can then be found as:

###### 

Overview of the parameters and variables used in the model, and their values and sources

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Parameter    Description                                                 Units                                   Value                                       Source
  ------------ ----------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  *t* ~f~      Flowering onset                                             d                                       80[a](#nph14771-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}   Vermeulen ([2015](#nph14771-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"})

  *t* ~s~      End of the growing season                                   d                                       180                                         Assumed

  *t* ~hs~     Onset of herbivory                                          d                                       3--30                                       Varied in model

  *t* ~he~     End of herbivory                                                                                    180                                         E. H. Poelman (unpublished data)

  *t* ~hd~     Delay in defense build‐up                                   d                                       6 d                                         León *et al*. ([2001](#nph14771-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}); Heil & Ton ([2008](#nph14771-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}); Dicke *et al*. ([2009](#nph14771-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}); Stam *et al*. ([2014](#nph14771-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"})

  *t* ~ps~     Onset of priming                                            d                                       *t* ~ps~ \< *t* ~hs~                        Varied in model

  *t* ~pe~     End of priming phase                                        d                                                                                   Varied in model

  *t* ~pd~     Duration of priming event                                   d                                                                                   Varied in model

  *L* ~ue~     Light use efficiency                                        μmol C μmol^−1^ intercepted photons     0.020                                       Vermeulen ([2015](#nph14771-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"})

  *k*          Light extinction coefficient                                −                                       0.8                                         Vermeulen ([2015](#nph14771-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"})

  *I* ~0~      Photon flux density above\                                  μmol photons m^−2^ surface area s^−1^   1000                                        Vermeulen ([2015](#nph14771-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"})
               the canopy                                                                                                                                      

  α            Competition coefficient                                     −                                       1--1.5                                      Varied in model

  *D*          Plant density                                               No. m^−2^                               1--8                                        Varied in model

  LAI~t0~      Seedling leaf area                                          m^2^ m^−2^                              0.01                                        Vermeulen ([2015](#nph14771-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"})

  *F* ~LA~     Fraction of mass in leaves                                  0.33                                                                                

  *C* ~LAI~    Costs of producing new leaf area                            μmol C m^−2^ leaf area                  137 714                                     Vermeulen ([2015](#nph14771-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"})

  *C* ~l~      Maintenance costs of a unit leaf area                       μmol C m^−2^ s^−1^                      3.32                                        Vermeulen ([2015](#nph14771-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"})

  *F* ~pot~    Feeding rate (in absence of induced defense)                m^2^ s^−1^                              1e‐08--3.5e‐07 m^2^ s^−1^                   J. de Vries (unpublished data); E. H. Poelman (unpublished data)

  *C* ~def~    Costs of maintaining defense                                μmol C m^−2^ s^−1^                      −1 μmol C m^−2^ s^−1^                       Assumed, varied in model

  *f* ~prim~   Costs of priming of the focal plant relative to *C* ~def~   −                                       0--1                                        Varied in model
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Average of optimal flowering time given length of growing season.
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If *t* ~f~ ≤ *t* ≤ *t* ~s~ $$F_{i} = \sum_{t_{f}}^{t_{s}}P_{{net},i(t)}$$(*i*, plant number; *t*, time.)

As long as *t* \< *t* ~f~, the leaf area is built up over time on one unit of ground surface (leaf area index (LAI); m^2^ leaf m^−2^ soil surface) [(Eqn 2)](#nph14771-disp-0002){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The model calculates the leaf area production of a plant (*i*) that competes for light with a number of other individuals that occupy the same soil surface area. Thus, we assume homogeneous mixing of plants in the canopy.$$\text{LAI}_{i,(t + 1)} = \text{LAI}_{i,(t)} + \Delta\text{LAI}_{i,(t)}$$

The production of new leaf area at time *t* depends on the net photosynthesis at time *t* (*P* ~net~; CO~2~ m^−2^ soil surface s^−1^), the costs of producing one unit of leaf area (*C* ~LAI~; μmol C m^−2^ leaf), and the feeding rate of the herbivore ($Co_{r,i,(t)}$; m^2^ leaf s^−1^; [(Eqn 3)](#nph14771-disp-0003){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Stems and roots are not explicitly modeled, but the value for the costs of producing one unit of leaf area includes the costs for producing stems and roots needed to support the leaves (Vermeulen, [2015](#nph14771-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}).$$\Delta\text{LAI}_{i,(t)} = \left( {\frac{P_{{net},i(t)}}{C_{LAI}} - Co_{r,i,(t)}\text{LAI}_{i,(t)}} \right)\Delta t$$

Net photosynthesis is calculated both for the priming and the nonpriming strategies. For the nonpriming strategy, net photosynthesis is calculated from gross photosynthesis, leaf maintenance costs (*C* ~l~; μmol C m^−2^ leaf s^−1^), and maintenance costs for defense against herbivores (*C* ~def,i~; μmol C m^−2^ leaf s^−1^; [(Eqn 2)](#nph14771-disp-0002){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Maintenance costs for defense are only paid over the time for which the insect herbivores are present (between the onset of herbivory (*t* ~hs~) and the end of herbivory (*t* ~he~); referred to as the trigger event). Therefore, two phases can be distinguished: a phase where no herbivores are present (0 \< *t* \< *t* ~hs~ or *t* ~he~ \< *t* ≤ *t* ~s~) and a phase where herbivores are present (*t* ~hs~ ≤ ≤ *t* ~he~).$$P_{{net},i,(t)} = \begin{cases}
{\text{Fr}_{i,(t)}I_{o}L_{ue}\left( {1 - e^{- k{({\sum_{i = 1}^{D}\text{LAI}_{i,(t)}})}}} \right) - C_{l}\text{LAI}_{i(t)}} & {\text{if}\mspace{6mu} 0 < t < t_{hs}\mspace{6mu}\text{or}\mspace{6mu} t_{he} < t \leq t_{s}} \\
{\text{Fr}_{i,(t)}L_{ue}\left( {1 - e^{- k{({\sum_{i = 1}^{D}\text{LAI}_{i,(t)}})}}} \right) - C_{l}\text{LAI}_{i(t)} - C_{{def},i}\text{LAI}_{i(t)}} & {\text{if}\mspace{6mu} t_{hs} \leq t \leq t_{he}} \\
\end{cases}$$For the priming strategy, a third phase is distinguished in addition to these two phases. After the onset of the priming cue (*t* ~ps~), priming costs are being paid for *t* ~pd~ days, until $t_{pe}{(t_{pe} = t_{ps} + t_{pd})}$, but maximally until the start of the trigger event; if $t_{ps} \leq t < \min{(t_{ps} + t_{pd},t_{hs})}$.When priming costs are not paid any more, the priming effect vanishes at the same speed as the priming was built up (Eqns [(Eqn 10)](#nph14771-disp-0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(Eqn 11)](#nph14771-disp-0011){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(Eqn 12)](#nph14771-disp-0012){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Priming costs (*f* ~prim~ ~,i~ \[−\]; [(Eqn 5)](#nph14771-disp-0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}) are expressed relative to defense costs because the defense and priming costs are uncertain from the literature, and in this way one can easily explore how the (optimal) benefits of priming relate to the benefits of inducible defense, either for a naïve plant that responds to the trigger event by inducing its defense (*f* ~prim~ = 0) or for a plant that responds to the priming cue by inducing its defense (*f* ~prim~ = 1).$$P_{{net},i,(t)} = \left\{ \begin{array}{cl}
{\text{Fr}_{i,(t)}L_{ue}\left( {1 - e^{- k{({\sum_{i = 1}^{D}\text{LAI}_{i,(t)}})}}} \right) - C_{l}\text{LAI}_{i(t)}} & {\text{if}\mspace{6mu} 0 < t < t_{ps}\mspace{6mu}\text{or}\mspace{6mu}} \\
 & {\min{(t_{pe},t_{hs})} < t < t_{hs}\mspace{6mu}\text{or}\mspace{6mu}} \\
 & {t_{he} < t < t_{s}} \\
{\text{Fr}_{i,(t)}L_{ue}\left( {1 - e^{- k{({\sum_{i = 1}^{D}\text{LAI}_{i,(t)}})}}} \right) - C_{l}\text{LAI}_{i(t)} - f_{{prim},i}C_{{def},i}\text{LAI}_{i(t)}} & {\text{if}\mspace{6mu} t_{ps} \leq t < \min{(t_{pe},t_{hs})}} \\
{\text{Fr}_{i,(t)}L_{ue}\left( {1 - e^{- k{({\sum_{i = 1}^{D}\text{LAI}_{i,(t)}})}}} \right) - C_{l}\text{LAI}_{i(t)} - C_{{def},i}\text{LAI}_{i(t)}} & {\text{if}\mspace{6mu} t_{hs} \leq t < t_{he}} \\
\end{array} \right.$$

Gross photosynthesis is calculated using the absorbed light and the light use efficiency, that is, photosynthesis per unit of absorbed light (*L* ~ue~; μmol C μmol^−1^ intercepted photons). The absorbed light is described by a decreasing exponential function and is related to the amount of leaf area in the canopy (LAI; m^2^ leaf m^−2^ ground surface) and the light extinction coefficient (*k*, −): $1 - e^{- k{({\sum_{i = 1}^{D}\text{LAI}_{i,(t)}})}}$.

Fr represents the competition coefficient as it determines the share of plant *i* in generating canopy‐level gross photosynthesis (−). Fr is calculated from the ratio of the leaf area of plant *i* over the average leaf area in the canopy of *D* plants in 1 m^2^ and a competition coefficient *α* (Eqns [6](#nph14771-disp-0006){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [7](#nph14771-disp-0007){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Thus, the lower Fr, the lower the share of a plant\'s leaf area in the canopy. The competition coefficient α represents the extent to which competition is symmetric or asymmetric. If α equals 1 then competition is symmetric: proportionally higher LAI leads to proportionally higher gross photosynthesis. If α is larger than 1, plants with higher LAI relative to their competitors capture disproportionally more light.$$\text{Fr}_{i,(t)} = \frac{C\left( \text{LAI}_{i,(t)} \right)}{C\left( \text{LAI}_{i,(t)} \right) + \cdots + C\left( \text{LAI}_{D,(t)} \right)}$$ $$C\left( \text{LAI}_{i,(t)} \right) = \left( \frac{\text{LAI}_{i,(t)}}{\frac{\sum_{i = 1}^{D}\text{LAI}_{i,(t)}}{D}} \right)^{\alpha}$$

Leaf herbivory is introduced through the leaf feeding rate ($F_{i,(t)}$; m^2^ s^−1^). It is calculated separately for the primed and nonprimed plants. The feeding rate of the insect herbivores is only affected by the defense level of the plant. If the plant is not defended, the herbivores consume leaf area at their potential rate ($F_{{pot},(t)}$; m^2^ leaf s^−1^). A nonprimed plant may respond to the trigger event by producing defensive compounds that reduce the feeding rate to $F_{i,(t)}$ [(Eqn 8)](#nph14771-disp-0008){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The reduction in feeding rate is determined by the level of defense, $C_{{def},i,(t)}$, and a parameter *b* (m^2^ leaf s μmol C^−1^) that scales the investment in defense to unit scale.$$F_{i,(t)} = F_{{pot},(t)}{(1 - b\; C_{{def},i,(t)})}$$

Thus, we assume that the investment in defense is linearly related to the reduction in feeding rate: no investment results in the potential feeding rate, while a maximum investment leads to a 100% reduction of the feeding rate. The 100% reduction reflects the death of the herbivore and/or the movement of the herbivore to a more palatable stand. Furthermore, we assume that plants experience a delay (*t* ~hd~; days) in the build‐up of defensive compounds. This delay represents the time needed to induce the biosynthetic pathway and get the defense level up to the desired level *C* ~def,pot,i~ [(Eqn 9)](#nph14771-disp-0009){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The time it takes to produce defensive compounds reported in the literature ranges from hours to days or even weeks (León *et al*., [2001](#nph14771-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; Heil & Ton, [2008](#nph14771-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}; Dicke *et al*., [2009](#nph14771-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}; Stam *et al*., [2014](#nph14771-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}).$$C_{{def},i,(t)} = \min\left( {C_{{def},{pot},i},\frac{C_{{def},{pot},i}}{t_{hd}}{(t - t_{hs})}} \right)$$

The priming strategy differs from the nonpriming strategy (also called naïve) in that the level of defensive compounds ($C_{{def},i,(t)}$ and hence the reduction in feeding rate are larger and occur with less delay. Hilker *et al*. ([2015](#nph14771-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}) distinguished four types of priming response pattern: an earlier onset of the defense response after priming relative to a nonprimed plant ('earlier'); a faster defense response upon the trigger event relative to a nonprimed plant ('faster'); a stronger response to the trigger event relative to a nonprimed plant ('stronger'); and a more sensitive response to the trigger event compared with a nonprimed plant. We only model the first three response types. The fourth response pattern is not modeled as we do not model the intensity of the priming cue. Thus, we ignore the possibility that the intensity of the cue may affect the level of priming (Niinemets *et al*., [2013](#nph14771-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}). In the first two response patterns, the reduction in feeding rate is larger compared with a nonprimed plant because the desired defense level is reached earlier (Fig. [2](#nph14771-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}; Eqns [11](#nph14771-disp-0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [11](#nph14771-disp-0011){ref-type="disp-formula"}). *t* ~adv~ represents the number of days by which the primed plant reaches the desired level earlier compared with nonprimed plants.

![Following Hilker *et al*. ([2015](#nph14771-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}), the primed state may lead to (1) an earlier build‐up of defensive compounds, (2) a faster build‐up of defensive compounds or (3) a stronger build‐up of defensive compounds compared with a naïve plant that experiences a delay (*t* ~hd~) before defenses are at the desired level (a). The degree to which the primed strategy responds faster, more strongly or earlier is related to the costs of priming (*f* ~prim~). The priming costs for the three types of response are equal during the priming phase and are paid from when the priming cue occurs (*t* ~ps~) until the trigger event occurs (*t* ~hs~) (b). The defense costs are equal for the nonprimed and the 'earlier' and 'faster' strategies and are paid from the start of the trigger event (*t* ~ps~) until the end (*t* ~pe~) (the faster strategy is not visible as it overlies the earlier and nonprimed lines). The primed plant that responds 'more strongly' to the trigger event compared with a nonprimed plant experiences higher defense costs.](NPH-216-782-g002){#nph14771-fig-0002}

To calculate *t* ~adv~, we distinguish three possibilities in the priming phase: in the first scenario, the priming strategy is still building up its priming metabolism while the trigger event occurs. In this case, the advantage of the priming strategy is only *t* ~hs~ − *t* ~ps~ days. The second scenario occurs when the priming strategy has finished the build‐up of priming components and the trigger event occurs when the priming cue is still in the memory of the plant. Then *t* ~adv~ is linearly related to the investment in priming: if *f* ~prim,i~ = 1, the plant experiences no delay in building up its defensive compounds; if *f* ~prim,i~ = 0, the plant experiences a delay similar to that experienced by nonprimed plants. The third scenario occurs when the priming strategy has finished its build‐up of priming components, the trigger event has not occurred yet, and the plant stops paying costs (when *t* ~pe~ \< *t* ~hs~). In this case, we assume that *t* ~adv~ decreases linearly with time at the same speed as it was built up [(Eqn 12)](#nph14771-disp-0012){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$C_{{def},i,(t)} = \min\left( {C_{{def},{pot},i},\frac{C_{{def},{pot},i}}{t_{hd}}{(t + t_{adv} - t_{hs})}} \right)$$ $$C_{{def},i,(t)} = \min\left( {C_{{def},{pot},i},\frac{C_{{def},{pot},i}}{t_{adv}f_{{prim},i}T_{hd}}{(t - t_{hs})}} \right)$$with$$\begin{array}{cl}
{t_{adv} =} & {\min\left( {\min\left( {f_{{prim},i}t_{hd},t_{hs} - t_{ps}} \right),} \right.} \\
 & {\max\left( {0,\left( {f_{{prim},i}t_{hd} - \left( {t_{hs} - t_{pe}} \right)} \right)} \right)} \\
\end{array}$$

The third response pattern reaches higher defense levels compared with the nonprimed plant. For all priming strategies, we assume that the priming costs (*f* ~prim,i~ *C* ~def,pot,i~) are equal [(Eqn 5)](#nph14771-disp-0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}. In addition, the defense costs for the first two response patterns are exactly the same as for the nonprimed plants. By contrast, the defense costs of the third response pattern are *f* ~prim,i~ *C* ~def,pot,i~ higher.$$C_{{def},i,(t)} = \min\left( {C_{{def},{pot},i}{(1 + f_{{prim},i})},\frac{C_{{def},{pot},i}{(1 + f_{{prim},i})}}{t_{hd}{(1 + f_{{prim},i})}}{(t - t_{hs})}} \right)$$

Parameterization {#nph14771-sec-0004}
----------------

The theoretical model was parameterized for a fast‐growing annual and we assumed that light was the only limiting factor for growth. Growth parameters were taken from Vermeulen ([2015](#nph14771-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}): light use efficiency (*L* ~ue~) was taken to be 0.02 μmol C μmol^−1^ intercepted photons, the cost of producing new leaf area (*C* ~LAI~) was taken to be 137 714 μmol C m^−2^ leaf area, the light extinction coefficient (*k*) was 0.8 \[−\], and the maintenance cost of leaf area (*C* ~l~) was 3.32 μmol C m^−2^ s^−1^. The *C* ~LAI~ taken from Vermeulen ([2015](#nph14771-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}) was calculated on the basis of specific leaf area, the allocation of mass to leaves, the leaf carbon content and the construction costs of one gram of leaf. A growing season (*t* ~s~) length of 180 d was chosen, corresponding to the growing season length for an annual plant, such as *Brassica nigra* L., in northern Europe. The shift from the vegetative to the flowering stage (*t* ~f~) was absolute and set at 80 d -- which is, in terms of fitness, the optimal flowering time for the specified growing season length and the other growth parameters (Vermeulen, [2015](#nph14771-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}). Note that effect temperature on growth is not implemented in the model.

The average feeding rate of a single insect herbivore during its lifetime was set at 8 × 10^−9^ m^2^ leaf s^−1^ and was estimated from *Pieris rapae* L. caterpillars feeding on *B. nigra* (J. de Vries, unpublished data). Feeding rate was varied in the model. In the model, we do not distinguish different types of insect herbivores, as we assume that their differences will mainly be apparent in their differences in feeding rate. We assume that the number of leaf‐feeding herbivores during the growing season follows a lognormal pattern (i.e. initially the number of herbivores is low, reaching a maximum of on average 10.5 (3.5--17.6 95% observation confidence band) insects at 32 d, and then slowly declining (estimated from E. H. Poelman, unpublished data for *B. nigra*)). These data were also used to estimate the average time between the first arrival of an insect herbivore in a stand and subsequent herbivore attack on other plants in the stand. Its value was estimated to be 8.4 d (the observed minimum and maximum were 0 and 18, respectively). The plot average time between the first arrival and subsequent arrivals was maximally 15 d (E. H. Poelman, unpublished data for *B. nigra*). The delay in the build‐up of defenses of nonprimed plants, *t* ~pd~, was set at 6 d (León *et al*., [2001](#nph14771-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; Heil & Ton, [2008](#nph14771-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}; Dicke *et al*., [2009](#nph14771-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}; Stam *et al*., [2014](#nph14771-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}). Costs of defense, *C* ~def~, were varied between 0 and 1 μmol C m^−2^ s^−1^. The costs of priming (*f* ~prim~) were varied relative to the costs of defense and varied between 0 and 1. The costs of priming have been shown to be smaller than those of induced defense. van Hulten *et al*. ([2006](#nph14771-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}) showed that RGR decreased by up to 27% when plants were primed compared with nonprimed plants, depending on the age of the plant and the β‐aminobutyric acid dose applied, while Walters *et al*. ([2008](#nph14771-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}) could not detect a significant reduction in RGR when primed. Priming can occur through various mechanisms, some of which last longer (months) and increase in intensity over time, while others have a shorter lifetime and decrease in intensity with time (days; Karban & Shiojiri, [2009](#nph14771-bib-0205){ref-type="ref"}; Ding *et al*., [2012](#nph14771-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}; Pastor *et al*., [2013](#nph14771-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}; Firtzlaff *et al*., [2016](#nph14771-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} for drought). For this reason, the duration of the priming effect was varied in the model. To accommodate the uncertainty in parameter values, we explore the outcomes of the model under a range of parameter values.

A Euler integration method was used to simulate the dynamics over time choosing a time step of 1 h. The model was implemented in the programming language R (R Development Core Team, [2009](#nph14771-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}). The model source code can be found at <https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.838730>.

Scenarios {#nph14771-sec-0005}
---------

We explored four scenarios to analyse under which conditions priming may be beneficial. In the first scenario, we explored how the fitness benefits of priming depend on the metabolic costs of priming (*f* ~prim~), the degree of light competition (α), the onset of herbivory (*t* ~hs~), plant density (*D*), feeding rate (*F* ~pot~), the delay in the build‐up of defense of naïve plants and the time between the priming and the trigger event. This analysis gives insight into the ecological factors that affect the benefits of priming. A benefit of priming is defined as a positive difference in seed production between the primed (*f* ~prim~ \> 0) and nonprimed (*f* ~prim~ = 0) plants. Other parameters were kept constant.

In the second scenario, we investigated how the optimal investment in priming (i.e. the *f* ~prim~ that leads to highest fitness) varies across the range of ecological conditions specified in the previous paragraph. The fitness benefit given the optimal level of priming is compared with the fitness of a focal plant that stays naïve. In addition, we tested the hypothesis that priming is a cost‐saving strategy compared with a focal plant that responds to the priming cue with inducible defense. Thus, upon reception of the priming cue, a plant induces its defense, and hence *f* ~prim~ = 1. Note that this is a different comparison from our usual reference, where a focal plant stays naïve and thus only turns on its defense when attacked (*f* ~prim~ = 0). If the fitness found at optimal investment in priming (*f* ~prim~) is higher compared with the fitness of a focal plant that invests *f* ~prim~ equal to 1, priming is more cost‐effective. In addition, we varied the costs of inducible defense (*C* ~def~) and tested whether priming is more beneficial when defense costs are high. In the third scenario, we investigated the optimal level and duration of priming for different probabilities of attack, feeding rates and times of arrival. We hypothesized that, when the probability of attack is lower, the optimal duration of priming is shorter. Likewise, with lower feeding rates the optimal duration of priming is shorter. We explored two situations: (1) insect herbivores arrive with constant arrival rate, and after 15 d the cumulative probability of attack is maximal (following unpublished data from E. H. Poelman); (2) insect herbivores have a higher probability of arriving shortly after the priming cue and after 15 d the cumulative probability of attack is maximal. Finally, through applying error management theory, we explored how the decision threshold to respond to a priming cue varies with plant density and plant age. Error management theory is a decision theory that predicts that, over evolutionary time, responses will consistently be biased towards the response that avoids the most costly error. In the context of priming, two possible errors can be made: responding to the priming cue when the trigger event does not happen, or not responding to a priming cue when the trigger event does happen. The optimal response is defined by the decision threshold, which is a function of the costs of the two possible errors and the probability that a cue signals future attack. The costs entail a lower fitness compared with the right response (responding to a priming cue when the trigger event happens and not responding to a priming cue when the trigger event does not happen). The higher the decision threshold, the lower the optimal sensitivity to the priming cue (see Orrock *et al*., [2015](#nph14771-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} for details). As we have no information on the reliability of the priming cue, we assumed for these simulations that there is a 50% chance that a herbivore attack follows a priming cue, and thus the decision threshold is only influenced by size of the false positive and the false negative costs (Orrock *et al*., [2015](#nph14771-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}). A global sensitivity analysis was applied using the Morris method to explore the sensitivity of the model outcomes to its input parameters (Wallach *et al*., [2014](#nph14771-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}).

Results {#nph14771-sec-0006}
=======

Figure [3](#nph14771-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the model dynamics with respect to the relative differences in LAI between the primed and the nonprimed plants until flowering (day 80; alpha = 1). At *t* ~ps~, the focal priming plant primes for defense. This leads to a reduction in investment in leaf growth relative to a focal plant that does not prime. At *t* ~hs~, herbivory starts, and depending on, for example, the feeding rate and the degree of light competition, the leaf area relative to its naïve competitors initially increases because the priming strategy responds faster relative to its naïve competitors. However, whether this increase can be prolonged depends on whether the benefits are sufficient to pay back the costs incurred during the priming phase, which depends, among other factors, on the feeding rate. Thus, both the costs and the benefits of priming occur through leaf area (note that we assume an insect herbivore that only eats leaves). The strength of competition (increasing α value; see [(Eqn 6)](#nph14771-disp-0006){ref-type="disp-formula"} had a large effect on the reduction in leaf growth during the priming phase as well as the (potential) increase in leaf growth during the trigger event, but did not have as large an effect on whether priming was beneficial or not, while the herbivore feeding rate had a large effect on whether priming was adaptive (Fig. [3](#nph14771-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). Priming was found to be beneficial when ΔLAI \> 0 (difference in LAI for the priming strategy versus nonpriming) before the time at which the defense level of the nonprimed plant was maximal (*t* ~hs~ + *t* ~hd~).

![The simulated relative difference in leaf area index (LAI) over the season for a focal plant that primes for defense compared with a naïve focal plant (used here as a proxy for the relative performance value of priming). During the priming phase, the relative LAI drops as a result of investment in priming (between the onset of the priming cue (*t* ~ps~) and the time at which herbivory starts (*t* ~hs~)). The magnitude of the decrease depends, among other factors, on the degree of competition (α = 1, 1.25) and the costs of priming (*f* ~prim~). When herbivory starts (*t* ~hs~), the relative difference in LAI increases in all cases because the primed plant is initially better prepared for the attack than its naïve competitors. However, whether the benefits resulting from the investment are large enough depends, for example, on the feeding rate (*F* ~pot~), the competition coefficient and the time needed for naïve competitors to reach a maximal defense level. Note that, for *t* \< *t* ~hs~, the red and green lines completely overlap with the blue lines. Parameter settings: number of plants per m^2^ (*D*) = 8, maintenance costs for defense against herbivores (*C* ~def~) = 1, plant lifespan (*t* ~s~) = 180, *t* ~hs~ = 10, the time at which herbivory ends (*t* ~he~) = 180, *t* ~ps~ = 3, the delay in the build‐up of defensive compounds (*t* ~hd~) = 6, and response pattern = earlier (Fig. [2](#nph14771-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). For other parameter settings, see Table [2](#nph14771-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}.](NPH-216-782-g003){#nph14771-fig-0003}

The effect of priming on leaf growth during the priming phase consisted of two components; the direct and indirect costs. The direct costs are those costs directly related to the activation and maintenance of the primed state (*f* ~prim~), while the indirect costs were defined as the loss in net photosynthesis attributable to reduced leaf growth in comparison to the nonpriming strategy (resulting from the fact that direct costs entail there being less assimilates for leaf growth) until the start of herbivory (Fig. [3](#nph14771-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). The indirect costs were calculated as the difference in net photosynthesis between a primed and a nonprimed focal plant after accounting for the reduction in net photosynthesis attributable to the direct costs of priming. Thus, the indirect costs are strictly speaking a loss in income, but compared with the nonpriming strategy we consider the reduced production of assimilates a cost of the priming strategy. The indirect costs during the priming phase were found to be between 31 and 39% of the total costs during 7 d of priming and were found to increase with time (Fig. [4](#nph14771-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}) and, all else being equal, to increase with time during the growing season (Fig. [S1](#nph14771-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![The costs of priming over time (μmol C m^−2^ s^−1^) partitioned into direct costs (per unit leaf area index (LAI); μmol C m^−2^ soil surface s^−1^; *f* ~prim~) and indirect costs. Indirect costs are expressed as the reduction in net photosynthesis per unit LAI of a primed plant compared with a nonprimed plant after correcting for the reduction in net photosynthesis caused by the direct costs. Indirect costs arise because the competitors do not invest in priming and can invest in leaf growth instead, and the difference in leaf area is amplified over time. The solid line indicates symmetric competition, and the dashed line indicates asymmetric competition (the dashed line for direct costs is not visible as it is similar to the direct costs under symmetric competition). Parameter settings: number of plants per m^2^ (*D*) = 8, maintenance costs for defense against herbivores (*C* ~def~) = 1, plant lifespan (*t* ~s~) = 180, feeding rate (*F* ~pot~) = 2.2e‐07, the time at which herbivory starts (*t* ~hs~) = 10, the time at which herbivory ends (*t* ~he~) = 180, the time of onset of the priming cue (*t* ~ps~) = 3, the delay in the build‐up of defensive compounds (*t* ~hd~) = 6, and response pattern = earlier (Fig. [2](#nph14771-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). For other parameter settings, see Table [2](#nph14771-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}.](NPH-216-782-g004){#nph14771-fig-0004}

Next, we compared seed production (as a proxy for fitness) of the priming and nonpriming strategies under a range of parameter combinations. We used seed production because it integrates the benefit of a strategy over the plant\'s lifespan. The sensitivity analysis showed that, within the parameter ranges tested, the delay in the build‐up of defenses of the nonpriming strategy, the times when the priming and the trigger event start in the growing season, the feeding rate, and the degree of competition are the most important factors that determine whether priming is beneficial relative to the nonpriming strategy (Figs [5](#nph14771-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, [S1](#nph14771-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Priming was not found to be beneficial (thus there is lower seed production by the primed plant compared with the nonprimed plant) when the herbivore feeding rate is low (Fig. [5](#nph14771-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}c), when the delay in the build‐up of defense by the nonprimed plant is short (Fig. [5](#nph14771-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}e), and when priming occurs later in the growing season (Fig. [5](#nph14771-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}d). These are conditions in which either the loss in leaf area as a result of herbivory or the reduction in the loss of leaf area as a result of responding faster to the trigger event is not sufficient to balance the reduced growth in leaf area during the priming phase. For the parameter values shown in Fig. [5](#nph14771-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, the direct costs of priming did not affect whether priming was beneficial or not. However, at lower feeding rates, a high investment in priming was not beneficial any more. Moreover, the relationship between *f* ~prim~ and the relative fitness benefit suggests that there is an optimal investment in priming during the priming phase (Fig. [5](#nph14771-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}a). In addition, the simulations show that, with increasing competition, in general the benefits of priming become larger (Fig. [5](#nph14771-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}b), although at low feeding rates the disadvantage of priming may also become larger under higher competition (Fig. [3](#nph14771-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). The benefit of priming further decreases when the time between the priming and the trigger event increases, as a result of the higher costs involved in maintaining the primed state (Fig. [5](#nph14771-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}f). Changing the linear relationship between the investment in defense and the reduction in feeding rate to a sigmoidal relationship (a 50% reduction in feeding rate when *C* ~def~ is 0.5 and a 99% reduction in feeding rate when *C* ~def~ is 1) did not change the qualitative findings, but the range under which priming was beneficial was reduced. In particular, the feeding rate and the degree of competition had a larger effect on determining whether priming was beneficial (Fig. [S3](#nph14771-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![The relative change in seed production of a plant that primes for defense compared with naïve plants (used here as a proxy for the performance value of priming) as a function of (a) the direct costs of priming (*f* ~prim~), (b) the competition coefficient (α), (c) the herbivore feeding rate, (d) the day during the growing season on which herbivory starts, (e) the delay in the defense response of nonprimed plants and (f) the time between the trigger and the priming event. Priming is advantageous when the relative difference in seed production is larger than zero. Parameter settings: the time at which herbivory starts (*t* ~hs~) = 10, the time of onset of the priming cue (*t* ~ps~) = 2, the duration of priming (*t* ~pd~) = 8, α = 1, maintenance costs for defense against herbivores (*C* ~def~) = 1, *f* ~prim~ = 0.1, feeding rate (*F* ~pot~) = 8e‐07, the delay in the build‐up of defensive compounds (*t* ~hd~) = 6, log~normal~ feeding pattern, priming response pattern = earlier (Fig. [2](#nph14771-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}), and flowering onset (*t* ~f~) = 80. Other parameter values are listed in Table [2](#nph14771-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}.](NPH-216-782-g005){#nph14771-fig-0005}

When plants are grown in competition with naïve plants, the optimal investment in priming depends on the growing conditions (Fig. [6](#nph14771-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}). The optimal investment results from the balance between the advantage of responding faster to the trigger event, and thus avoiding damage, and the costs that are paid during the priming phase (to avoid the damage later). For example, when competition for light is stronger, leaf growth during the priming phase is more reduced. Hence, the optimal investment in priming decreases (Fig. [6](#nph14771-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}a). However, when competition for light becomes very severe, the ecological costs of priming become very large and to compensate for these costs a fast response to the trigger event is needed. In the same way, when the time between the priming cue and attack increases, the total time over which costs are paid increases, while the benefits remain equal (Fig. [6](#nph14771-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}e). Hence, a lower investment in priming is optimal. When priming occurs later in the growing season, the optimal investment in priming decreases (Fig. [6](#nph14771-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}d). This is because, in denser canopies, the net photosynthesis per unit leaf area is lower while the costs of priming per unit leaf area remain constant. Furthermore, the optimal investment in priming increases with feeding rate and with an increasing delay experienced by naïve plants in building up their defenses (Fig. [6](#nph14771-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}b,c). This is because, in those conditions, naïve plants suffer more damage when attacked and the primed plant can afford to invest more in priming. The optimal level of investment in priming was in almost all cases \< 1, which suggests that priming in response to a priming cue is more beneficial compared with a strategy that induces defense in response to the priming cue.

![The level of priming (*f* ~prim~) that leads to highest fitness for two different response types (red, earlier; blue, faster) as a function of (a) the competition coefficient (α), (b) the feeding rate, (c) the delay in the defense of nonprimed plants, (d) the start of the trigger event during the season, and (e) the time between the priming and the trigger event. When the optimal level is equal to zero it indicates that it is not beneficial to prime. For each panel, default parameter values were chosen and the one depicted changed over its range. Parameter values: the time at which herbivory starts (*t* ~hs~) = 15, the time of onset of the priming cue (*t* ~ps~) = 2, the duration of priming (*t* ~pd~) = 13, α = 1, maintenance costs for defense against herbivores (*C* ~def~) = 1, *f* ~prim~ = 0.1, feeding rate (*F* ~pot~) = 2.2e‐07, the delay in the build‐up of defensive compounds (*t* ~hd~) = 6, log~normal~ feeding pattern, priming response pattern = earlier (Fig. [2](#nph14771-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}), and flowering onset (*t* ~f~) = 80. Other parameter values are listed in Table [2](#nph14771-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}.](NPH-216-782-g006){#nph14771-fig-0006}

Three different priming response patterns have been distinguished in the literature (Fig. [2](#nph14771-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). We tested these response patterns in the model to explore the ecological conditions that may favor each of the responses. The type of response pattern of the primed plant, be it responding faster or earlier, only had a small effect on the optimal level of priming, in a complex fashion. On average, the faster response had a higher optimal investment in priming compared with the earlier response. The 'earlier' priming strategy was beneficial at relatively low feeding rates, while the 'faster' priming strategy was not. This is because the 'earlier' priming strategy starts at higher defense levels when the trigger event occurs compared with the faster response. At intermediate feeding rates, and when the degree of competition was relatively high, the faster response had lower optimal priming levels compared with the earlier priming response (Fig. [6](#nph14771-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}a,b). Hence plants with the latter response pattern achieved maximum fitness with lower investment in priming compared to the strategy that responds faster. The priming response type 'stronger' -- a priming strategy that entailed more investment in defense compared with naïve plants -- was only found to be beneficial if the investment in defense of naïve plants was suboptimal for the experienced herbivore feeding rate (Fig. [S4](#nph14771-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We further explored how the optimal duration over which plants stay primed varied with the probability of attack and the arrival dynamics of the herbivores (Fig. [7](#nph14771-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}). With increasing probability of attack, both the optimal duration of priming and the optimal investment (*f* ~prim~) increase. At low probabilities of attack, low investment over a short duration gives the highest fitness. In this situation, it is unlikely that the trigger will occur, and hence a low investment in priming for a short period of time is optimal. At intermediate probabilities of attack, high but short investment in priming is preferred over low but long investment in priming (Fig. [7](#nph14771-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}b,d). At high probabilities of attack, prolonged, low‐level investment in priming is optimal. Because it is very likely that the attack will occur, and thus that the plant gets a return on investment somewhere within the next 15 d, it is favorable to stay primed for this time period. However, because the priming costs are paid over an, on average, longer time span this reduces the optimal investment in priming (Fig. [6](#nph14771-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}e).

![The combined optimal duration of priming (*t* ~pd~; b, d) and the level of priming (*f* ~prim~; color coding in those panels) as a function of the probability of attack for two arrival patterns. In the first scenario (a), it is assumed that if that attack occurs, this probability is constant over time. The second scenario (c) assumes that if the attack occurs, this probability decreases with time. Following field observations, the sum of the conditional probability of attack is 1 after 15 d. The costs of priming (*f* ~prim~) that leads to maximum fitness is indicated by the colors.](NPH-216-782-g007){#nph14771-fig-0007}

Application of error management theory to analyze the optimal response to an uncertain priming cue showed that the sensitivity to a cue of a given reliability should decrease with plant age, and the time in the growing season when priming occurs (Fig. [S5](#nph14771-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), because the costs of priming when the herbivore attack does not occur are larger compared with the costs of not priming when the herbivore does show up. When the feeding rate is high, less evidence is needed that the priming cue signals future herbivore attack.

Discussion {#nph14771-sec-0007}
==========

While understanding the mechanisms of priming and their associated costs is an active field of research, the question of how the ecological context shapes the costs and benefits of priming has, so far, received little attention. Our model explores how priming physiology and biotic components, such as feeding and arrival rates of the insect herbivores, shape the costs and benefits of priming. The modeling analysis suggests that the adaptive value of priming is strongly affected by the biotic environment and to a lesser extent by the physiology of the primed plant (see Fig. [8](#nph14771-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"} for a graphical summary).

![A graphical summary of this study. The model analysis shows that the adaptive benefit of priming depends on the community context, for example plant--plant competition and insect herbivore dynamics, the priming physiology and their interplay. By explicitly considering the community context, a number of key questions arise.](NPH-216-782-g008){#nph14771-fig-0008}

The benefits of priming are altered through the competitive environment {#nph14771-sec-0008}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The fitness benefits of priming result from the balance between the investment in priming and the return on investment. In the model, we assumed that a primed plant starts incurring priming costs after the priming event has taken place, while the return on investment only occurs if/after the trigger event has taken place. The direct (energetic) costs are affected by the priming physiology: the investment in priming per unit time (*f* ~prim~) and the duration of priming (*t* ~pd~). The indirect costs were affected by these direct costs and the degree to which competition for light is asymmetric (i.e. the α value). Indirect costs increase over time because photosynthates that were used for priming could alternatively have been spent on leaf growth and this reduces net photosynthesis and thus additional growth relative to the nonprimed plant (i.e. a loss in income). Studies that estimated the costs of priming did not grow plants in competition (van Hulten *et al*., [2006](#nph14771-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Walters *et al*., [2008](#nph14771-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}) and hence these indirect costs were not included in their estimates of the costs of priming. Yet, the model results suggest that under competition the indirect costs of priming can be quite substantial. They were estimated to be between 31 and 39% of the total priming costs (calculated over 7 d of priming; Fig. [3](#nph14771-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}) and these costs increase when competition for light increases. In a community context, the priming cue may be spatially heterogeneous, leading to a heterogeneous pattern of primed and nonprimed plants which may, depending on the extent to which priming is cue dose‐dependent, result in different levels of priming among plants and thus in substantial indirect costs for the primed plants (Karban *et al*., [2003](#nph14771-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; Heil & Adame‐Álvarez, [2010](#nph14771-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}). The model results therefore suggest, in line with findings of Rillig *et al*. ([2015](#nph14771-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}), that competition is a key factor that should be included when studying the adaptiveness of priming.

Interactions with insect herbivores and neighboring plants shape the benefits of priming {#nph14771-sec-0009}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the model, we assumed that the priming strategy may pay off only after the trigger event has taken place, because a primed plant increases its defenses faster upon the trigger event and thus initially suffers from lower levels of herbivory and associated losses in LAI than a nonprimed plant. Whether this reduced loss in LAI compensates for the reduced growth during the priming phase depends on the interplay of physiological factors, such as the response pattern of the primed plant (earlier or faster priming) and biotic factors, such as the feeding rate, the degree of competition between plants, the delay that naïve plants experience in building up their defenses (first scenario), and the probability of attack (third scenario). We found relatively small differences between the 'early' and 'faster' priming strategies. By contrast, a 'stronger' response to the trigger event could help a plant survive if it was suboptimally defended otherwise. Most of the factors that determined the benefits of priming, such as the feeding rate and the probability of attack, are beyond the plant\'s control. Therefore, we expect that priming is more likely to have evolved in environments where the feeding rate is high, the time between the priming and the trigger event is short and the probability of attack is high. Indeed, Walters *et al*. ([2008](#nph14771-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}) showed that priming was beneficial under high disease pressure only. In summary, we found that the feeding rate, the arrival rate and the probability of arrival have a large effect on the benefits of and the optimal investment in priming. However, to our knowledge, arrival rates and the probability of attack on wild species are rarely reported in the literature. Thus, our findings call for controlled experiments that vary arrival and feeding rates relative to those observed in the field to elucidate how differences in the biotic environment affect the benefits of priming.

The optimal investment in priming is affected by the likelihood of attack, the timing of attack, and the severity of attack {#nph14771-sec-0010}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Priming has been suggested to have evolved as a strategy to avoid the full costs of induced resistance in response to a priming cue (Frost *et al*., [2008](#nph14771-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). This hypothesis was confirmed by the model simulations: in nearly all cases (except when the degree of competition was very strong) priming led to a higher fitness compared with inducing defense in response to a priming cue (Fig. [6](#nph14771-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}). This advantage became larger when the costs of defense increased (Fig. [S6](#nph14771-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The model results further show that the likelihood of attack, the timing of attack, and the severity of attack affect the optimal investment in priming (scenarios 2 and 3; Figs [6](#nph14771-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}, [7](#nph14771-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}). This implies that the adaptive benefit of priming may increase if such information can be derived from the priming cue. Whether or how plants do this is still unknown. The volatile dose could be a good candidate to contain information on the probability and severity of the upcoming attack because it was found to be related to the amount of leaf damage (Niinemets *et al*., [2013](#nph14771-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}; Shiojiri *et al*., [2010](#nph14771-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}; Clavijo McCormick *et al*., [2014](#nph14771-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}). Moreover, there is indirect evidence that plants respond to volatiles in a dose‐dependent manner (Dolch & Tscharntke, [2000](#nph14771-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}), although this has never been shown directly (Karban *et al*., [2006](#nph14771-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}; Heil & Adame‐Álvarez, [2010](#nph14771-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}). The sensitivity to the priming cue may depend on whether receiver plants share the herbivore community that feeds on the emitter plant. For herbivore‐induced plant volatiles (HIPVs), Karban *et al*. ([2013a](#nph14771-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}) showed that neighboring plants respond more strongly to HIPVs of genetically more closely related individuals than to HIPVs of individuals that are less closely related, and Karban *et al*. ([2004](#nph14771-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}) showed that not all species are equally responsive to volatiles produced by sagebrush (*Artemisia tridentata*).

The optimal duration of priming follows the dynamics of insect herbivore attack {#nph14771-sec-0011}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The optimal duration of the primed state is, like the optimal level of priming, positively related to the feeding rate and the probability of attack, and negatively related to the time between the priming cue and the trigger event. We are not aware of any study on variation in the duration of priming for defense in relation to the average time between the priming cue and the trigger event, but studies on vernalization -- that is, the acceleration of flowering after prolonged cold -- show that accessions from northern regions require longer cold periods compared with accessions from southern regions before showing a vernalization response (Shindo *et al*., [2006](#nph14771-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}; Song *et al*., [2013](#nph14771-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}). Thus, it should be investigated if the time over which the plant stays primed affects the pay‐off of priming. In the same way, studies contrasting accessions from areas with different herbivore arrival dynamics may help to elucidate the time during which plants stay primed. Experiments on annual plants showed that the primed state can range from one to several days (Ding *et al*., [2012](#nph14771-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}; Ali *et al*., [2013](#nph14771-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}; Firtzlaff *et al*., [2016](#nph14771-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}). There may be three explanations for this relatively short duration. First, the trigger event for which the primed state prepares is most likely to occur within days after the priming event. Indeed, the model analysis showed that if the probability of attack is higher shortly after the priming cue, on average the optimal duration of the primed state will decrease. Second, according to the model, a short duration of the primed state is optimal when it is highly uncertain whether the trigger event will occur. This finding relies on the critical assumption that priming costs are paid as long as the plant stays primed. Whether this is a valid assumption remains to be investigated, as one could assume alternatively that priming requires relatively high investment costs and lower maintenance costs (Martinez‐Medina *et al*., [2016](#nph14771-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). Finally, the priming response to a particular stressor may prevent or delay the response to another stressor (so called *trans*‐priming; Hilker *et al*., [2015](#nph14771-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}). For example, infection with pathogens may decrease resistance to herbivores as a consequence of the cross‐talk between the jasmonic acid and salicylic acid pathways (Felton & Korth, [2000](#nph14771-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). In the case of such a trade‐off, the ecological costs of priming may be substantial when the plant is prepared for the wrong attacker, even when the metabolic costs of priming are zero (Crisp *et al*., [2016](#nph14771-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}).

The optimal priming strategy under uncertainty of insect herbivore attack {#nph14771-sec-0012}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

So far, we have assumed that the priming cue is a reliable predictor of the trigger event. In reality, a plant needs to discern noise from the true signal (Karban *et al*., [1999](#nph14771-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). When the cue is not a reliable indicator of the trigger event, two wrong choices can be made: responding to a cue that does not signal the trigger event and not responding to a cue that does signal the trigger event. Error management theory predicts that, over evolutionary time, plant responses will be biased towards the choice that incurs the least costs (Haselton & Nettle, [2006](#nph14771-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; Orrock *et al*., [2015](#nph14771-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}). When this was applied to the priming responses of young and older plants (in the model we varied the timing of the priming and the trigger event in the season), the model results showed that older plants were predicted to be less responsive to a priming cue of given strength than younger plants, consistent with the finding of Shiojiri & Karban ([2006](#nph14771-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}), and this effect was more pronounced when competition for light was stronger. Plants that are primed later in the growing season benefit less from priming for at least two reasons. First, the proportion of leaf area consumed early in the season is larger than that consumed later in the season, when plants have more leaf area. Hence, the benefit of reducing the feeding rate through defense is larger early in the growing season. Second, the relative costs of priming expressed per unit leaf area increase during the growing season because the amount of gross photosynthesis generated per unit leaf area decreases as a result of (self‐)shading, while the metabolic costs of priming per unit leaf area remain constant.

The finding that, given its benefits, the priming strategy is likely to evolve in environments that experience high feeding rates and where the priming cue is a reliable predictor of the trigger event happening hinges on a number of assumptions. Some are related to the physiology of priming, while others are related to the ecological context in which priming occurs. Regarding the former, it is a big unknown how the direct priming costs relate to the level at which the plant is primed (at the DNA level, at the metabolic level or at higher levels) and how this translates to a modified response to the trigger event. In this model, we assumed -- given a lack of evidence of more complex functional forms -- a linear relationship between the investment in priming and the rate at which defenses were built up. However, the benefits of priming will increase when a low investment in priming gives a relatively higher reduction in feeding rate. Moreover, the benefits of priming would increase when the time during which priming costs are paid is short while the benefits last longer. Finally, resource allocation to roots was assumed to be constant in the model, while it has been reported that herbivory may lead to increased allocation to roots (Schwachtje *et al*., [2006](#nph14771-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}). Moreover, recent evidence showed that HIPVs may increase root development in receiver plants as well (Sweeney *et al*., [2017](#nph14771-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}). Thus, how those two processes play out in their effects on fitness is as yet unknown.

Conclusions and future outlook {#nph14771-sec-0013}
------------------------------

This study showed that putting priming in a community context affects the conditions in which priming is adaptive. By explicitly considering the ecological context of priming, this study raises a number of key questions for future research (see also Fig. [8](#nph14771-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"}), How do the benefits of priming change when plant--plant competition is included? Do plants become less priming‐responsive with age? To what extent can plants discern the probability and timing of trigger events from priming cues? Can herbivore arrival dynamics explain the investment in priming and the time over which plants stay primed? We conclude that a great leap in understanding the evolution of priming can be made when plant‐plant competition and herbivore dynamics are taken into account.
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**Fig. S1** Relationship between the onset of herbivory and the benefits of priming assuming the feeding rate is proportional to leaf area.

**Fig. S2** Results of the sensitivity analysis.

**Fig. S3** The benefit of priming assuming a sigmoidal relationship between investment in defense and reduction in feeding rate.

**Fig. S4** Fitness benefits of priming when assuming different priming response patterns.

**Fig. S5** The relationship between onset of herbivory and the decision threshold.

**Fig. S6** The relationship between the costs of defense and the benefit of priming.
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